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Greetings!
Tis the Season...by now, I expect all of your bell choirs are rehearsing Christmas
music so it can be ready for December. Here, in Alberta, we have snow already
so we are definitely getting into the Christmas spirit! Handbells etc thought we
would help you even more this season and provide you with a chance to do some
Christmas shopping!
In this newsletter, Handbells etc features a “Pre-Christmas Sale” with lots of handbell gift items.
In addition to our regular gift items, we have started to sew and quilt. Lately, on
every handbell trip or other vacation, we go shopping at quilt stores looking for
music fabric. We have had so much fun sewing table runners and pillow cases for
you. Definitely a bonus to find fabric with handbells on it!
Call or text us at 780-437-9096 or email us at susan@handbellsetc.ab.ca to place
your order and have it arrive in time for Christmas!
Camille Ream

Susan Galloway

Look what Santa has for you!

Table Runner - $29.00 (unquilted)

This table runner features
antique gold coloured handbells! Although it is not
quilted, the golden border
down each edge and diamond shaped ends make it
look pretty fancy!
40” by 15”
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Table Runners - $39.00

These have been quilted using a music pantograph.

This table runner features “Rock Music Instruments!” It’s full of bright colours.
26” by 13.75”

This table runner has classical music on it we are not sure what it is but why don’t you
ring it on your handbells and let us know!
The grey and maroon colours with the dark
border makes it look great on any table.
26” by 13.75”

This design features symphony orchestra
instruments and bits of classical music.
The miniature music notes on the maroon
border brings out the maroon in the middle
panel.
25.5” by 13”

This brightly coloured runner has violins,
saxophones, trumpets and keyboards on
it. The notes, treble and bass clefs fill in the
background. Any musician will like it!
23.75” by 12.25”
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Table Runners
This is one of our favorites! The inner panel
is covered with yellow, turquoise, pink and
green music notes, sharps, flats. treble and
bass clefs. This is quilted freestyle on the
longarm.
23.5” by 12”

This runner is a bit more subdued and could
work on anyone’s table. The inner panel is
green with black notes and symbols that are
bordered with white. The green “grunge” border matches the inner panel perfectly.
There are two available.
23.5” by 13.25” with free motion quilting
24.5” by 14” quilted with a music pantograph

Yes, there are handbells on this three paneled runner! This runner is larger than the
others. The yellow border makes the bells
pop! This is quilted using the music pantograph.
31.25” by 14.25”

This runner features the same handbells but
in one large center panel. This is larger than
the others and is quilted using the music
pantograph.
25.5” by 15.25”
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Pillow Cases - $30.00 or 2 for $50.00

Enjoy sleeping on these music
pillowcases and have the notes
float off the pillow into your
dreams!
Each pillowcase fit a regular size
pillow.
28.5” by 20.5”
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Greeting Cards - $3.00 or 2/$5.00
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Greeting Cards - $3.00 or 2/$5.00

Please email us at
susan@handbellsetc.ab.ca
and we can give you a
quote!

Servicing, Polishing and Maintenance
Need your bells polished or chimes serviced? Handbells etc. is happy to do this
for you! Imagine how wonderful it is to ring with polished and serviced handbells
and chimes. Each time you ring the bell or chime, it will sound exactly how it is
supposed to! You and your ringers will be able to ring loud and soft, mart and do
everything that the music wants you to do! Leave them with us for a bit and we will
have them ready for your next rehearsal!

Need a Clinician or Adjudicator?

As you plan for the next year, and are looking for a clinician or adjudicator for an upcoming workshop or
festival, give us a call! We would also be interested in coming to your rehearsal, to work with your choirs. We
would be happy to help with your event. (Fees to be discussed.)
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Lunch Bags, Pencils, Fridge Magnets
$3.00 or 2/$5.00

Lunch bags in 4 colors

Ceramic fridge magnets
hand crafted by a local
potter. Each is a unique
design in blue and rose
colors.
$3.00

“Bakers Dozen” Choirchime
pencils
$3.00
Stained glass handbell suncatchers
with black or white
handles. Made by a
local artist.
$15.00
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Scarves, Ties, Shirts, Vests

Navy scarf with gold and silver
music notes - 60” x 19”
$5.00

White scarf with gold and silver
music notes - 60” x 19”
$5.00

Black men’s tie with gold and silver
music notes
$5.00

“RING TO THE WORLD”
T-shirt - blue - limited sizes
$10.00
Bell bouquet fleece vest - grey men’s sizes only
$15.00

Bell bouquet golf shirts
Y-neck - black or navy
limited sizes
$15.00
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